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Abstract
Next-generation non-volatile memories (NVMs) promise
DRAM-like performance, persistence, and high density.
They can attach directly to processors to form non-volatile
main memory (NVMM) and offer the opportunity to build
very low-latency storage systems. These high-performance
storage systems would be especially useful in large-scale
data center environments where reliability and availability
are critical. However, providing reliability and availability
to NVMM is challenging, since the latency of data replication can overwhelm the low latency that NVMM should
provide.
We propose Mojim, a system that provides the reliability and availability that large-scale storage systems require, while preserving the performance of NVMM. Mojim
achieves these goals by using a two-tier architecture in which
the primary tier contains a mirrored pair of nodes and the
secondary tier contains one or more secondary backup nodes
with weakly consistent copies of data. Mojim uses highlyoptimized replication protocols, software, and networking
stacks to minimize replication costs and expose as much
of NVMM’s performance as possible. We evaluate Mojim
using raw DRAM as a proxy for NVMM and using an industrial NVMM emulation system. We find that Mojim provides replicated NVMM with similar or even better performance than un-replicated NVMM (reducing latency by 27%
to 63% and delivering between 0.4 to 2.7× the throughput).
We demonstrate that replacing MongoDB’s built-in replication system with Mojim improves MongoDB’s performance
by 3.4 to 4×.
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1. Introduction
Fast, non-volatile memory technologies such as phase change
memory (PCM), spin-transfer torque magnetic memories
(STTMs), and the memristor are poised to radically alter the
performance landscape for storage systems. They will blur
the line between storage and memory, forcing designers to
rethink how volatile and non-volatile data interact and how
to manage non-volatile memories as reliable storage.
Attaching NVMs directly to processors will produce
non-volatile main memories (NVMMs), exposing the performance, flexibility, and persistence of these memories to
applications. However, taking full advantage of NVMMs’
potential will require changes in system software [3].
The need for such changes is especially acute in largescale data center environments where storage systems require more than simple non-volatility. These environments
demand reliability and availability in the face of hardware,
software, and network failures. Without this reliability and
availability, NVMM will only be suitable as a transient data
store or as a caching layer—it will not be able to serve as a
reliable primary storage medium.
Data centers traditionally provide both reliability and
availability by adding redundancy using replication [5, 11,
15, 55, 56] or erasure coding schemes [18, 21]. These approaches rest on the assumption that storage is slow, so the
cost of the network and software protocols required to implement replications is acceptable.
NVMM will change this situation completely, since the
networking and software overhead of existing replication
mechanisms will squander the low latency that NVMM can
provide. The interface with NVMM is also different from
traditional storage: applications access NVMM directly with
fine-grained memory operations.

We propose Mojim1 , a system that provides replicated, reliable, and highly-available NVMM as an operating system
service. Applications can access data in Mojim using normal load and store instructions while controlling when and
how updates propagate to replicas using system calls. Mojim allows applications to build data persistence abstractions
ranging from simple log-based systems to complex transactions.
Mojim uses a two-tier architecture that allows flexibility
in choosing different levels of reliability, availability, consistency, and monetary cost, while minimizing performance
overhead. The primary tier includes one primary node and
one mirror node. Mojim can, depending on the configuration, keep these nodes strongly or weakly consistent. An optional secondary tier provides an additional level of redundancy with one or more backup nodes that are weakly consistent with the primary tier.
Mojim efficiently replicates fine-grained data from the
primary node to the mirror node using an optimized RDMAbased protocol that is simpler than existing replication protocols. The mirror node replicates data to the backup nodes
in the background, thus keeping the secondary tier off the
performance-critical path. This design offers good performance and two strongly consistent copies of data plus more
copies of weakly consistent data. To further improve availability and reliability, Mojim also provides a fast recovery
process and atomic semantics that guarantee data integrity.
In building Mojim, we explore the performance and monetary cost impacts of providing availability, reliability, and
consistency with NVMM, and we explore trade-offs among
replication protocols for NVMM. Interestingly, we find that
adding availability, reliability, and consistency does not necessarily impair NVMM performance, as long as the replication protocols and software layers are optimized for NVMM.
We evaluate Mojim using raw DRAM as a proxy for future NVMMs and with an industrial NVMM emulation system. Our evaluation shows that, surprisingly, Mojim reduces
the average latency of the un-replicated system by 27% to
63%, even when it provides strongly consistent copies of
data. Mojim’s performance gain is mainly due to inefficiencies in the current instruction sets the un-replicated system
uses to enforce data persistence. Mojim provides 0.4 to 2.7×
the throughput of the un-replicated system. We also run several popular applications including a file system [12], the
Google Hash Table [16], and MongoDB [40] on Mojim. The
MongoDB results are the most striking: Mojim is 3.4 to 4×
faster than the MongoDB replication mechanism and 35 to
741× faster than un-replicated MongoDB.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some background on persistent memory and replicated storage systems. We present Mojim and its implementation in Sections 3 and 4. Section 5 describes our experience adapting applications to use Mojim. We then present
1 Mojim

(!" ) is the Chinese word for “magic mirror.”

the evaluation results of Mojim in Section 6. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.

2. NVMM in the Data Center
NVMM blurs the line between memory and storage, and it
poses new challenges for system designers and architects.
Previous research on NVMM has focused on how to use
these memories in a single machine [3, 8, 9, 12, 39, 58,
59], while most mission-critical data resides in distributed,
replicated storage systems (e.g., in data centers). For NVMM
to succeed as a first-class storage technology, it must provide
the reliability and availability that these storage systems
require [26].
Mojim’s goal is to make NVMM a reliable and highlyavailable storage layer suited to these data center environments. Achieving this goal will require designers to address
trade-offs between performance, reliability, monetary cost,
and consistency. Below, we introduce NVMM and discuss
why it demands new approaches to providing availability,
reliability, and consistency in storage systems.
2.1 Next-Generation Non-Volatile Memory
NVM technologies are closing the performance, cost-perbit, and capacity gap between low-latency, volatile memory
technologies and high-capacity, persistent storage technologies [25, 32, 49, 62]. Next-generation NVM technologies
(like PCM, the memristor, and STTM) are byte-addressable
and projections show that their performance may approach
that of DRAM [20, 27, 35, 60]. For example, PCM, the most
mature next-generation NVM technology, has access latencies within a small factor of DRAM [33, 34, 38, 48].
Attaching next-generation NVMs to the main memory
bus provides a raw storage medium that is orders of magnitude faster than modern disks and SSDs. NVMM presents
many new technical challenges and has inspired a host of
research projects on topics including OS management of
NVMM [3], user-space libraries and programming models [8, 58], specialized NVMM file systems [9, 12, 59],
and hybrid main memory and heterogeneous memory allocation [39, 41, 50]. This work focuses on the problems of
replicating NVMM content so that NVMM can be applied
in a distributed data center context.
2.2 NVMM Availability, Reliability, and Consistency
Although NVMM protects against power failure by making the contents of memory persistent, it does not address
the other ways that systems fail, including software, hardware, and networking errors that are common in data centers [14, 42]. Providing availability and reliability in such
environments is important to meet client SLAs [55] and application requirements. Strong consistency is also desirable
in storage systems, since it makes it easier to reason about
system correctness.
Adding redundancy or replication is a common technique
for providing reliability and availability [1, 5, 11, 15, 17,

18, 29, 46, 47, 51, 52, 56, 61]. Various protocols exist to
provide different consistency levels among redundant copies
of data [2, 4, 11, 22, 31, 47]. For traditional storage systems with slow hard disks and SSDs, the performance overhead of replication is small relative to the cost of accessing a hard drive or SSD, even with complex protocols for
strong consistency. With NVMMs, however, the networking
round trips and software overhead involved in these techniques [4, 22, 31, 56] threaten to outstrip the low-latency
benefit of using NVMMs in the first place. Even for systems
with weak consistency [11, 47], increasing the rate of reconciliation between inconsistent copies of data can threaten
performance [17, 28].
Since NVMM is vastly faster than existing storage technologies, it presents new challenges to data replication. First,
NVMM-based systems must deliver high performance to
justify their increased cost relative to disks or SSDs. Existing replication mechanisms built for these slower storage
media have software and networking performance overhead
that would obscure the performance benefits that NVMM
could provide.
Second, NVMM is memory, and applications should be
able to use it like memory (i.e., via load and store instructions without operating system overheads for most accesses)
rather than as a storage device (i.e., via I/O system calls).

3. Mojim Design
Mojim provides an easy-to-use, generic layer of replicated
NVMM that ensures reliability, availability, and consistency,
while sacrificing as little of NVMM’s performance as possible. Mojim uses a two-tier architecture and supports several
operating modes to let applications tune Mojim’s reliability,
availability, and consistency to match their particular needs.
This section discusses Mojim’s interfaces and architecture and the different modes Mojim provides.
3.1 Mojim’s Interfaces
Mojim is an operating system service that provides reliable
and highly-available NVMM. This section describes Mojim’s typical usage scenario and the interface it provides.
To use Mojim, a system configuration file specifies a set
of Mojim regions on the primary node to be replicated, along
with a mirror node and a list of backup nodes where the
replicas should reside. The primary node supports reads and
writes to the replicated data. The mirror node and backup
nodes support reads only. Kernel modules can access these
regions and use them to build complex, replicated, memorybased services such as a kernel-level persistent key value
store, a persistent disk cache, or a file system. The kernel
could also make these services available to applications via
a malloc()-like interface.
While Mojim can serve as the basis for many memorybased services, deploying an NVMM-aware file system to
manage the replicated NVMM region would provide the

most flexibility in application usage models. The file system
would provide familiar file-system-based mechanisms of allocation and naming as well as conventional file-based access for non-performance-critical applications. The key requirement of the file system is that, for an mmap’d file, it
maps the the NVMM pages corresponding to the file directly
into the applications’ address spaces rather than paging them
in and out of the kernel’s buffer cache. In our experiments,
we use PMFS [12] for this purpose.
With a file system in place, applications can create files
in the Mojim-backed file system and map them into their
address space using mmap. We call the NVMM area mapped
by applications the data area. After an mmap, applications
can perform direct memory accesses to the data area using
load and store instructions on the primary node and load
instructions on the mirror node.
Mojim provides a mechanism called a sync point that
allows applications to control when and what updates in
the data area propagate to the replicas. At each sync point,
Mojim atomically replicates all memory regions specified by
an application.
Two APIs allow applications to create sync points: msync
and gmsync.
Mojim leverages the existing msync system call to specify a sync point that applies to a single, contiguous address
range. The semantics of Mojim’s msync correspond to conventional msync, and applications that use msync will work
correctly without modification under Mojim. Mojim allows
an application to specify a fine-grained memory region in
the msync API and replicates it atomically, while traditional
msync flushes page-aligned memory regions to persistent
storage and does not provide atomicity guarantees [45].
Mojim’s gmsync adds the ability to specify multiple
memory regions for the sync point to replicate, allowing
for more flexibility than msync.
Mojim provides a mechanism to allow applications to
make their data persistent atomically, but it does not provide
primitives for synchronization. It would be possible to add
synchronization primitives to Mojim, but this would increase
the complexity of the system and require selecting a set of
synchronization mechanisms to support. A better approach
would be to build synchronization mechanisms that leverage
Mojim’s mechanisms.
Figure 1 shows a simple example in C of how to use Mojim to manage an append-only log on Mojim. The program
first opens and mmaps a file in a Mojim region. It then updates the access count of the log and makes this value persistent with the conventional msync API. Next, it appends a
log entry and updates the size of the log. It makes both these
data persistent with an gmsync call. The atomicity that gmsync provides guarantees that the log size is consistent with
the log content on the replica nodes.

int fd = open("/mnt/mmapfile", O_CREAT|O_RDWR);
void *base = mmap(NULL, 40960, PROT_WRITE,
MAP_SHARED, fd, 0);

// mmap a 40KB area in the file

unsigned long *access_count_p = base;
unsigned long *log_size_p = base + sizeof(unsigned long);
int *log = base + 2*sizeof(unsigned long);

// access count of the log
// size of the log
// the log

*access_count_p = *access_count_p + 1;
msync(access_count_p, sizeof(unsigned long), MS_SYNC);

// memory load and store
// call conventional msync

int beautiful_num = 24;
unsigned long curr_log_pos = *log_size_p;
log[curr_log_pos] = beautiful_num;
*log_size_p = *log_size_p + 1;
struct msync_input { void *address; int length; };
struct msync_input input[2];
input[0].address = &(log[curr_log_pos]);
input[0].length = sizeof(int);
input[1].address = log_size_p;
input[1].length = sizeof(unsigned long);
gmsync(input, 2, MS_MOJIM);

// open a file in mounted Mojim region

// memory load and store

// call gmsync to commit the log append

Figure 1. Sample code to use Mojim. Code snippet that implements a simple log append operation with Mojim.

Figure 2. Mojim Architecture. The numbered circles represent different steps in the Mojim replication process. MLog stands
for the metadata log.

3.2 Architecture
Mojim uses a two-tier architecture. The primary tier contains
a primary node and its read-only mirror node; the secondary
tier includes one or more backup nodes with weakly consistent, read-only copies of data. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of Mojim.
Mojim’s primary tier contains a pair of mirroring nodes: a
primary node replicates data to its mirror node at each sync
point (i.e., call to msync or gmsync). The application can
read and write data on the primary node, but Mojim only
allows reads from the mirror node.
The primary tier offers good performance even when
guaranteeing strong consistency, since it requires only one

networking round trip for each sync point. Existing architectures that allow writes to all replicas (E-writeall) [31], or
that use one primary and multiple secondary nodes (E-chain
and E-broadcast) [2, 56], require multiple networking round
trips or other performance overhead to guarantee strong consistency. We will discuss how Mojim differs from these existing schemes in more detail in Section 7.
To further improve performance, we connect the primary
node and the mirror node with a high-speed Infiniband link
and use an efficient software and networking layer to replicate data between them.
To improve reliability, we place the primary node and
the mirror node on different racks, since failure bursts often
happen within the same rack [14, 42].
The optional secondary tier includes one or more backup
nodes to maintain additional copies of data. It provides additional reliability and availability, so that failure bursts will
not be catastrophic. The mirror node replicates data to the
backup nodes in the background. Thus, data in the backup
nodes is not strongly consistent with data in the primary tier.
By keeping the replication to the secondary tier in the background and off the performance-critical path, Mojim ensures
good application performance.
With both tiers in operation and a total of N nodes, Mojim can tolerate N − 1 node failures. In most environments,
one or a few backup nodes are enough to prevent data loss,
since failure bursts are more likely to involve only a small
number of nodes [14, 42]. Also, in most failure bursts, the
nodes do not all fail at the same time; failures are usually
separated by a few seconds. A fast recovery can thus prevent
data loss even with few copies of replicated data. We discuss
recovery optimizations in Section 4.3.

Scheme
S-unreplicated
M-async
M-sync
M-syncdisk
M-syncsec
M-syncseceth
E-writeall
E-chain
E-broadcast

R
0
1
1
1
N −1
N −1
N −1
N −1
N −1

A
Worst
Good
Good
OK
Best
Good
Best
Best
Best

C
N/A
Weak
Strong
Strong
Strong+Weak
Strong+Weak
Strong
Strong
Strong

$
Low
Fair
Fair
Low
High
Fair
High
High
High

Table 1. Replication Schemes. Mojim supports a wide range
of reliability, availability, consistency, and monetary cost levels
(columns 2-5). The reliability column represents the number of
node failures that can be tolerated in a system of N nodes. The last
three rows compare Mojim to other existing replication schemes.

3.3 Mojim Modes and Replication Protocols
Mojim supports several replication modes and protocols that
allow users to choose different levels of performance, reliability, consistency, availability, and monetary cost depending
on application requirements.
Table 1 summarizes these different modes and their properties, and we discuss them below using the numbered circles in Figure 2 to illustrate the replication process in each
mode.
Across all the modes Mojim provides, Mojim achieves
most of its performance by adopting a different architecture
than most replicated storage systems. Instead of supporting
multiple consistent replicas, Mojim only supports strong
consistency at a single mirror node. This decision makes our
replication protocols much simpler (e.g., there’s no need for
multi-phase commit or a complex consensus protocol) and,
therefore, allows for much higher performance.
Mojim achieves the goal of providing its atomic data
persistence interface by ensuring that atomic operations are
replicated atomically to the mirror node and the backup
nodes, by appending replicated data to logs on the mirror
node and the backup nodes.
Un-replicated without Mojim: A single machine without
Mojim (S-unreplicated) must flush an msync’d memory region from the processor’s caches to ensure data persistence.
S-unreplicated has poor availability and is only as reliable as
the NVM devices. Moreover, even if the NVMM is recovered after a crash, data can still be corrupted. For example,
if a crash occurs after a pointer is made persistent but before the data it points to becomes persistent, the system will
contain corrupted data.
Sync: Mojim’s M-sync mode guarantees strong consistency
between the primary and the mirror node. It provides improved reliability and availability over S-unreplicated, since
in the case of a failure the mirror node can take the place of
the primary node without losing data.
In M-sync, when an application calls msync or gmsync
( 1 in Figure 2), Mojim pushes data from the primary node
to the mirror node via RDMA ( 3 ) and writes the data in

the mirror node log ( 4 ). The primary node waits for the
acknowledgment from the mirror node ( 5 ), and then returns
the msync or gmsync call ( 6 ). The mirror node later takes
a checkpoint to apply the log contents to the data area ( 7 ).
Mojim stores both the mirror node logs and its data area in
NVMM for high performance and fast recovery.
In M-sync, Mojim does not flush data from the primary node’s caches ( 2 ). Modern RDMA devices are cachecoherent, so they will send the most up-to-date data [24, 30].
Thus, the mirror node always gets the latest data and pushing
data to the mirror node is sufficient to ensure persistence. If
the primary node crashes, the mirror node has the most upto-date data. If the mirror node crashes, the primary node
has all the data, but it may not be persistent, so the primary
node immediately flushes its caches to prevent data loss.
This means there is a small “window of vulnerability” after
a mirror node failure during which a primary node failure
could result in data loss. On our system, this window lasts
for 450 µs, the time required to flush the processor caches.
Surprisingly, our evaluation results show that M-sync offers performance comparable to or better than S-unreplicated
because flushing CPU caches is often more expensive than
pushing the data over RDMA. The current clflush instruction
is strongly ordered and cannot utilize the parallelism offered
in modern processor architecture. Intel recently announced
two instructions that are more efficient than clflush and that
will be available on future systems [23], which should help
resolve this problem.
Sync with cache flush: To close the window of vulnerability
mentioned above, Mojim can flush data from the primary
node’s caches ( 2 ) before returning to applications’ msync
or gmsync calls ( 6 ). This mode is called M-syncflush, and
with M-syncflush, all data can survive simultaneous failures
of the primary node and the mirror node.
Async: M-async provides weaker consistency between the
primary node and the mirror node. M-async ensures that data
is persistent on the primary node for each sync point ( 2 ) and
pushes the data to the mirror node ( 3 ), but it does not wait
for the mirror node’s acknowledgment ( 5 ) to complete the
application’s msync or gmsync call ( 6 ). Thus, data on the
mirror node can be out of date relative to the primary node.
M-async must flush the primary node CPU caches at each
sync point to ensure that the latest data is persistent.
Sync with slow storage: To reduce the monetary cost of Msync, Mojim supports a mode that stores the log on the mirror node in NVMM, but stores the mirror node’s data area on
a hard disk or SSD (M-syncdisk). M-syncdisk has a slower
recovery process than M-sync, since Mojim needs to read
data from hard disk or SSD to NVMM before applications
can access them.
Sync with the secondary tier: M-syncsec adds the secondary tier to M-sync and increases reliability and availability by adding more copies of data. Mojim replicates data
from the mirror node to the backup node in the background

( 8 -11). M-syncsec provides two strongly-consistent copies
of the data at the primary and mirror nodes and one weaklyconsistent data copy at each backup node. The amount of
inconsistency between the mirror node and backup nodes
is tunable and affects the recovery time. Even though the
data at each backup node may be out-of-date, it still represents a consistent snapshot of application data because of
the atomic semantics Mojim provides. Our evaluation results show that M-syncsec delivers performance similar to
M-sync because replication to the backup nodes takes place
in the background.
Sync with low-cost secondary tier: M-syncsec requires
fast networks between the mirror node and backup nodes,
which increases the monetary cost and networking bandwidth consumption of the system. A lower cost option,
M-syncseceth, uses Ethernet between the mirror node and
backup nodes. M-syncseceth has the worst performance of
all the Mojim modes, but it still provides the same reliability,
availability, and consistency guarantees as M-syncsec.

4. Implementation
This section describes our implementation of Mojim in the
Linux kernel. The core of Mojim comprises an optimized
network stack and the replication and recovery code.
4.1 Networking
The networking delay of data replication is the most important factor in determining Mojim’s overall performance. Mojim uses Infiniband (IB), a high-performance switched network that supports RDMA. RDMA is crucial because it allows the primary node to transfer data directly into the mirror
node’s NVMM without requiring additional buffering, copying, or cache flushes.
Mojim uses IB-Verbs, a set of native IB APIs based on
send, receive, and completion queues [37]. IB-Verbs requires
the application to post send (receive) requests to send (receive) queues. It uses completion messages in the completion queue to indicate the completion of requests and supports both polling and interrupts to detect completions. IBVerbs offers native IB performance and outperforms alternative IB protocols such as IPoIB and RDS (see Section 6.2).
Existing IB-Verbs implementations are userspace libraries
that bypass the kernel. We created a kernel version of IBVerbs for Mojim.
Mojim uses a thin protocol based on the reliable transportation mode of IB-Verbs. The Mojim protocol directly
fetches data from the primary node and writes it to NVMM
on the mirror node. For each sync point, the primary node
posts a send request on the IB send queue and polls for its
completion. The mirror node posts a set of receive requests
in advance and polls for the arrival of incoming messages.
Our measurements show that polling is more efficient than
interrupts.

Figure 3. Example of Mojim Replication. An example of
Mojim’s replication process. Each cell represents a request. The
letter in the cell stands for the memory address and the number in
the cell represents its unique ID. The upper-left part shows three
threads placing three gmsync calls. The upper-right part shows the
data area on the mirror node. The ∗ represents the end mark of
a gmsync operation. The gray cell in the mirror node data area
represents the data that is recovered after a crash.

The protocol does not require explicit acknowledgment
messages from the mirror node to the primary node, since
we configure the IB link to provide a successful completion
notification for the primary node’s send request only once
the data transfer succeeds. In the event of an error or a
timeout, the primary node resends the message to the backup
node. After a set number of unsuccessful re-send attempts,
Mojim invokes its recovery process.
To sustain high bandwidth, Mojim creates multiple IB
connections to handle client requests. For each connection,
we assign one thread on the mirror node to poll for incoming messages. On the primary node, we let the application
thread perform IB send operations for M-sync and use a
background thread to post these operations for M-async.
4.2 Replication
We now describe the Mojim replication process and the techniques that we use to enable reliable, atomic, and consistent
data replication.
Primary tier replication: At each sync point, the primary
node posts IB send requests containing the target memory
regions. Mojim ensures that all requests belonging to the
same atomic operation are consecutive and on the same IB
connection and marks the last request to let the mirror node
know the end of an atomic operation. Since Mojim’s reliable
IB protocol ensures ordering in each IB connection, these
requests will appear in the same order on the mirror node.
A unique ID on each send request allows the mirror node
to keep updates ordered across IB connections. For recovery
purposes, the primary node stores the memory addresses of
the most recent requests in a metadata log.
For each IB connection, the mirror node maintains a circular log and a thread that polls incoming requests. Mojim
places the logs in NVMM for good performance and persistence and pre-allocates fixed-size buffers on the logs for
RDMA accesses. With pre-allocated memory slots, Mojim

only needs one IB roundtrip to replicate data from the primary node to the mirror node. Because the receive buffer
size is fixed, we limit the size of each send request on the
primary node and break original memory regions into multiple send requests if needed. Since RDMA writes directly
to NVMM, there is no need to flush the cache on the mirror
node.
After all the data for a sync point has arrived on the
log, the mirror node can write them to their permanent locations in the data area. This checkpointing happens periodically after a configurable number of requests (CHECKPOINT THRESH) have been received, as well as when the
system is idle and when a log is full. Mojim maintains global
pointers to the beginning and end of each log to indicate data
available for checkpointing.
To ensure that read-only applications on the mirror node
see a consistent view of their data, Mojim removes the
page table entries of the affected memory locations before
a checkpointing operation. During the checkpointing, an
application reading from those pages will generate a page
fault. We changed the page fault handler to wait until Mojim
completes the checkpointing and then restore the page table
entries and return the application read.
Secondary tier replication: Replication to the secondary
backups occurs in the background when there is data on
the mirror node’s logs. The protocol for replication to the
backup node mimics the replication to the mirror node.
The mirror node maintains a pointer for each log to indicate the amount of data that has not yet been replicated to the backup node. Mojim uses a threshold (SECONDARY TIER THRESH) to limit the amount of such unreplicated data on the mirror node and stalls further replication to the mirror node until un-replicated data drops below
SECONDARY TIER THRESH.
Example: Figure 3 illustrates an example of Mojim’s data
structures and its replication process. In this example, Mojim uses two IB connections and two mirror node logs.
Three application threads post three gmsync calls to the two
IB send queues. To guarantee atomicity, Mojim serializes
thread 2’s requests after thread 1’s requests on the second
send queue. Mojim then sends these requests to the mirror
node’s logs. The mirror node threads poll for the completion
of these writes and update the log-end pointers when they
have received all requests belonging to one gmsync call. The
checkpointing service processes the logs from the log-begin
pointer to the log-end pointer. The mirror node replicates the
log content between the log-bak-begin pointer and the logend pointer to the backup node.

When the primary node fails, the mirror node becomes
the new primary node and a backup node becomes the
new mirror node. The new primary node first sends the
un-replicated data in its logs to the new mirror node and
checkpoints its log content to its data area after the failure.
For M-syncdisk, the new primary node needs to load data
from the data file on disk to the NVMM. After these operations, applications can restart on the new primary node.
Until these operations complete, the Mojim contents will be
unavailable.
One option for activating a new backup node is to wait for
the failed node to come back online. Rebooting the machine
is often sufficient and more efficient than constructing a
new node [14]. When the crashed primary node restarts,
it receives the new data accumulated during its down time
from the new primary node. When the failed node cannot
reboot fast enough, a human operator or a system monitoring
service selects a new backup node based on its available
NVMM size, its networking topology, and other criteria [6,
53]. The new node receives a complete copy of the memory
region and begins processing updates from the new mirror
node.
When the mirror node or the backup node fails, the recovery process is similar. If the mirror node fails, the primary
node first flushes its CPU caches. It also uses its metadata
log to locate un-replicated data and sends them to the backup
node. To restart the mirror node or the backup node, Mojim
replays the logs and writes only the completed atomic operation content to the data area, with the help of the atomic
operation end mark and unique IDs. In the example in Figure 3, the mirror node crashes after Mojim checkpoints G.
The recovery process will checkpoint C and discard H. If
the failed node cannot restart, a newly chosen node receives
replicated data from the primary node as described above.
When both the primary node and the mirror node fail
in quick succession, Mojim falls back to the backup node.
Now Mojim needs to reconstruct two new nodes that the
administrating node selects. This recovery process is more
costly than the recovery of a single node failure. We reduce
the risk of this situation by placing nodes on different racks
and by setting a small SECONDARY TIER THRESH, thus
speeding up the recovery process of a single node failure.

5. Mojim Applications
We have ported several existing systems to Mojim to illustrate how applications can use Mojim’s interface. The applications include the PMFS file system [12], the Google hash
table [16], and MongoDB [40].

4.3 Recovery
Fast recovery is crucial to providing high availability and
preventing data loss in the event of a failure. There are three
types of failure scenarios: primary, mirror, and backup node
failures. Mojim uses heartbeats to detect failures, but other
techniques [7, 36] are possible.

5.1 PMFS
The Persistent Memory File System [12] (PMFS) provides
a conventional file-system-like interface to NVMM, allowing applications to allocate space with file creation, limit access to data via file permissions, and name portions of the

NVMM using file names. The key difference between PMFS
and a conventional file system is that its implementation of
mmap maps the physical pages of NVMM into the applications’ address spaces rather than moving them back and
forth between the file store and the buffer cache.
PMFS ensures persistence using sfence and clflush instructions. Mojim invokes its replication when PMFS performs its persistence procedure. Mojim’s M-sync also removes clflush and only performs sfence on the primary node.
Mojim’s change required modifications to just 20 lines of
PMFS source code. Applications can use mmap to gain load/store access to a file’s contents and then use fsync, msync,
or gmsync to manage replication and data consistency.

through MongoDB, we modify the storage engine of MongoDB to keep track of all writes to the data file and group the
written memory regions belonging to the same client request
into a gmsync call. In total, this change requires modifying
117 lines of MongoDB.
An alternative way of using Mojim is to run unmodified MongoDB on Mojim by configuring MongoDB to place
both its data file and journal file in Mojim’s mmap’d data
area. When MongoDB commits data to the journal or checkpoints the data to the data file, it performs an msync operation, which will trigger Mojim’s data replication transparently.

5.2 Google hash table

6. Evaluation with DRAM

Google hash table [16] is an open source implementation of
sparse and dense hash tables. Our Mojim-enabled version
of the hash table stores its data in mmap’d PMFS files and
performs msync at each insert and delete operation to let
Mojim replicate the data. Porting the Google hash table to
Mojim requires changes to just 18 lines of code.

In this section, we study the performance of Mojim under
each of the configurations and applications we described in
Sections 3 and 5. Specifically, we first evaluate the performance of different Mojim modes and compare them to existing replication methods. We then evaluate the effects of
different application parameters and Mojim configurations,
the performance of applications ported to Mojim, and Mojim’s recovery costs.

5.3 MongoDB
MongoDB [40] is a popular NoSql database. Several aspects
of MongoDB make it a good comparison point for Mojim.
First, MongoDB stores its data in memory-mapped files and
performs memory loads and stores for data access—a perfect
match for Mojim’s NVMM interface. Second, MongoDB
supports both single node and replication in a set of nodes
in several different modes (called “write concerns”) that
trade off among performance, reliability, and availability.
Mojim provides similar functionality with a more general
mechanism.
By default, MongoDB logs data in a journal file and
checkpoints the data to the memory-mapped data file in a
lazy fashion. With the JOURNALED write concern, MongoDB blocks a client call until the updated data is written to
the journal file. With the FSYNC SAFE write concern, MongoDB flushes all the dirty pages to the data file after each
write operation and blocks the client call until this operation
completes.
MongoDB supports data replication across a set of machines. A primary node in a MongoDB replica set serves
all write requests and pushes operation logs to the secondary nodes. Secondary nodes can serve read requests but
may return stale data. The MongoDB write concern REPLICAS SAFE returns the client request after at least two secondary nodes have received the corresponding operation log.
The REPLICAS SAFE write concern does not wait for journal writes or checkpointing on the primary node.
Mojim offers another way to provide reliability and availability to MongoDB. With the help of Mojim’s gmsync API
and its reliability guarantees, we can remove journaling from
MongoDB and still achieve the same consistency level. To
guarantee the same atomicity of client requests as available

6.1 Test Bed Systems
We use two different systems to evaluate Mojim. The first
is an industrial NVMM emulation system from Intel called
PMEP [12]. PMEP augments an off-the-shelf, dual-socket
server platform with special CPU microcode and custom
firmware. It partitions the system’s DRAM into emulated
NVMM and regular DRAM. PMEP emulates NVMM read
latency, read and write bandwidth, and data persistence
costs. For read latency and read/write bandwidth, PMEP
modifies the CPU and the memory controller. The PMEP
platform uses write-back CPU caches and does not emulate
NVMM write latency. It uses software to emulate the cost of
data persistence: the kernel running on PMEP issues clflush
instructions followed by an sfence, and adds a write barrier delay to model the cost of ensuring data persistence in
NVMM. In our experiments, we emulate NVMM by setting
the read latency to 300 ns, read and write bandwidth to
5 GB/s and 1.6 GB/s (1/8 of DRAM bandwidth), and the
write barrier delay to 1 µs, the configuration used in Intel’s
PMFS project [12].
Each PMEP node has two 2.6 GHz 8-core Intel Xeon
processors, 40 MB of aggregate CPU cache, 8 GB of DDR3
DRAM used as normal DRAM, 128 GB of DRAM used
as emulated NVMM, and a 7200 RPM 4 TB hard disk.
They also have 40 Gbps Mellanox Infiniband NICs and
are directly connected to each other via Infiniband without
a switch. The platforms run Ubuntu 13.10 and the 3.11.0
Linux kernel.
We have access to only two PMEP machines (located at
an Intel facility), so to evaluate Mojim modes that require
more than two machines, we use similar machines in our
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Figure 4. msync Latency with DRAM and NVMM. The

Figure 5. msync Throughput with DRAM and NVMM.

average 4 KB msync latency with PMEP’s DRAM and NVMM
modes.

The 4 KB msync bandwidth with PMEP’s DRAM and NVMM
modes.
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Figure 6. msync Latency with DRAM-based machines.
The average 4 KB msync latency with S-unreplicated and Mojim
two-tier architecture.

lab that do not include PMEP functionality and use ordinary DRAM as a proxy for NVMM. Each of these machines
has two Intel Xeon X5647 processors, 48 GB DRAM, one
40 Gbps Mellanox Infiniband NIC, and a 1000 Mbps Ethernet. A QLogic Infiniband Switch connects these machines’
IB links. All machines run the CentOS 6.4 distribution and
the 3.11.0 Linux kernel.
In all experiments, unless otherwise specified, we set
CHECKPOINT THRESH (the frequency of checkpointing
the mirror node logs) to 1 (after each log write) and SECONDARY TIER THRESH (the threshold for sending unreplicated data to the backup nodes) to 40 MB.

6.2 Overall Replication Performance
We first compare the microbenchmark performance of Mojim modes that only involve two nodes using the PMEP platforms. To evaluate the impact of NVMM vs. DRAM, we run
the same experiments with both PMEP’s DRAM mode and
its emulated NVMM.
Figures 4 and 5 present the average latency and throughput of msync calls with S-unreplicated, M-async, M-sync,
M-syncflush, and M-syncdisk. For each experiment, we per-
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Figure 7. msync Throughput with DRAM-based machines. The 4 KB msync throughput with S-unreplicated and Mojim two-tier architecture.

form 10000 random 4 KB msync calls in a 4 GB mmap’d
file.
Surprisingly, M-sync outperforms S-unreplicated significantly for both DRAM and emulated NVMM (reducing
latency by 45% and 40% respectively). Even though Msync waits for a networking round trip between the primary
node and the mirror node, it still outperforms S-unreplicated
because it does not need to flush data from processors’
caches, while S-unreplicated must flush data on each msync.
M-async’s performance is similar to S-unreplicated, as it
also needs to flush primary node’s caches. M-syncflush has
higher latency than S-unreplicated, since it performs both
cache flushes and networking round trips.
Placing the mirror node data on disk adds only 1% to
10% overhead. However, M-syncdisk does not support read
applications on the mirror node and adds an overhead in
recovery time (see Section 6.5).
Comparing DRAM and emulated NVMM, the performance with emulated NVMM for all schemes is close to
that with DRAM, indicating that the performance degradation of NVMM over DRAM only has a very small effect over
application-level performance.
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Figure 9. Throughput with Different Application
Threads on Emulated NVMM. The msync throughput with

operation on NVMM with request sizes from 8 bytes to 12 KB.

1 to 12 threads performing msync.

Next, to augment the PMEP results with more machines
and to test Mojim’s two-tier architecture, we use three
DRAM-based machines in our lab to evaluate the performance of Mojim’s two-tier modes and two existing schemes
that use a one-primary, multiple-secondary architecture (Table 1). One of these existing schemes, E-chain, allows writes
only at the primary node and propagates data replication
from the primary node to the secondary nodes in a serialized
order [2, 56]. The other existing scheme, E-broadcast [15],
is similar to E-chain but broadcasts updates to the secondary
nodes. E-chain and E-broadcast use one primary node and
two secondary nodes interconnected by IB. They use the
same IB protocol that we implemented for Mojim.
Figures 6 and 7 plot the average latency and throughput
of using our lab machines to run the experiments shown
in Figures 4 and 5. Compared to S-unreplicated, Mojim
with the secondary tier does not degrade performance if a
fast network connects the backup node. However, the lowercost Ethernet configuration degrades performance by 37×,
because the mirror node cannot drain its circular log fast
enough and has to stall the primary tier replication.
Both E-chain and E-broadcast are slower than Mojim,
increasing latency by 1.8× and 2.8× respectively, compared
to M-syncsec.
Finally, we compare Mojim with two existing IB kernel
protocols, RDS and IPoIB. We find that they both have
worse performance than Mojim’s networking protocol on
IB-Verbs, with 4.9× and 31× slowdown.
Overall, Mojim delivers performance similar to or better
than no replication while adding reliability and availability.
Mojim’s good performance is due to its efficient replication
protocol, its ability to avoid expensive cache flush operations, and its optimized software and networking stacks.

6.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Both Mojim’s configuration parameters and applicationlevel behavior can affect performance. In this section, we
measure their impact on Mojim’s performance.
6.3.1 msync Size
The amount of data per msync has a strong impact on performance. Figure 8 plots the average latency of performing
msync calls to random memory regions of 8 bytes to 12 KB
with S-unreplicated, M-async, and M-sync using PMEP’s
emulated NVMM.
For smaller request sizes, M-async performs much better
than S-unreplicated. S-unreplicated underperforms because
of the current way msync call are implemented in Linux,
with the msync call handler checking for the range of the
msync memory and rounding it to memory pages (4 KB page
for the default Linux kernel). With Mojim, we modify the
msync call handler to allow any memory address range and
only flush and replicate the application-specified memory
regions.
M-sync does not perform clflush (since transferring the
data to the mirror node guarantees persistence). As a result,
its performance is always better than S-unreplicated and is
better than M-async when msync size is bigger than 1 KB.
6.3.2 Application Threads and Networking
Connections
Application thread count and the number of network connections Mojim uses also impact performance. Figure 9
presents the 4 KB msync throughput with one to 12 application threads for S-unreplicated, M-async, and M-sync using
PMEP’s emulated NVMM.
Both M-async and S-unreplicated scale well with the
number of application threads, while M-sync with one IB
connection (and thus one log) scales poorly. With more con-
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nections, M-sync’s scaling improves. A tradeoff with increasing networking connections is that Mojim uses more
threads to poll for receiving messages, consuming more
CPU cycles.

6.4.1 PMFS

6.3.3 Checkpoint and Secondary Tier Replication
Thresholds
We change the two thresholds Mojim uses in its configurations: we change CHECKPOINT THRESH, the frequency
of checkpointing the mirror node logs, from 1 to 10000,
and we change SECONDARY TIER THRESH, the amount
of un-replicated data to the backup node, from 40 KB to
400 MB. We find that neither CHECKPOINT THRESH nor
SECONDARY TIER THRESH affects the application performance, because both the checkpointing process and the
secondary tier replication via IB are fast enough not to block
the primary tier replication.
6.4 Application Performance
In this section, we present the evaluation results for three applications: a file system, a hash table, and a NoSql database.

YCSB workloads on emulated NVMM.

We use the FileServer, WebServer, and VarMail workloads
in the Filebench suite [54] to evaluate different Mojim
modes under PMFS using emulated NVMM. Figure 10
presents the throughput of the three workloads of Filebench.
For WebServer and Varmail, both M-async and M-sync yield
performance similar to S-unreplicated. For FileServer, Masync and M-sync have slightly worse performance than
S-unreplicated.

6.4.2 Google hash table
We perform sequential and random key-value insertion to
the Google Dense Hash Table [16]. Each key-value pair contains an integer key and a random integer value. Figure 11
plots the average latency of S-unreplicated, M-async, and Msync with emulated NVMM. For both workloads, all three
schemes have similar performance, showing that Mojim has
small performance overhead when it comes to hash table operations.

Workload
A
B
C
D
E
F

Read
50
95
100
95
50

Update
50
5
-

Scan
95
-

Insert
5
5
-

Read&Update
50

Figure 14 presents the latency of MongoDB and Mojim
using the six YCSB workloads on emulated NVMM. For
most workloads, both M-async and M-sync outperform the
un-replicated and replicated MongoDB schemes. The performance improvement is especially high for write-heavy
workloads. We also find similar results with three DRAMbased machines.

Table 2. YCSB Workload Properties. The percentage of
different operations in each YCSB workload.

6.4.3 MongoDB
MongoDB is a natural fit for Mojim. We evaluate how
MongoDB and Mojim compare using micro- and macrobenchmarks.
Microbenchmark: Our microbenchmark inserts key-value
pairs to MongoDB. Each insert operation contains 10 keyvalue pairs, with each pair containing 100 bytes of randomly generated data. Figures 12 and 13 present the average latency and throughput of key-value pair insertions with
PMEP’s emulated NVMM. We set the MongoDB replication method to use two replicas (the primary node and the
secondary node) and connect these nodes with IB.
MongoDB with Mojim outperforms the MongoDB replication method REPLICAS SAFE by 3.7 to 3.9×. This performance gain is due to Mojim’s efficient replication protocol and networking stack.
Mojim also outperforms the un-replicated JOURNALED
MongoDB by 56 to 59× and the un-replicated FSYNC SAFE
by 701 to 741×. JOURNALED flushes journal content for
each client write request. FSYNC SAFE performs fsync of
the data file after each write operation to guarantee data
reliability without journaling. Both these operations are expensive.
To evaluate Mojim’s two-tier architecture with MongoDB, we perform the same set of experiments using three
DRAM-based machines in our lab. Similar to the PMEP results, Mojim’s M-syncsec outperforms MongoDB’s replication method by 3.4 to 4×, the un-replicated JOURNALED MongoDB by 35 to 43×, and the un-replicated
FSYNC SAFE by 238 to 311×, suggesting that Mojim’s
replication is better than MongoDB replication.
Finally, MongoDB can run unmodified on Mojim by configuring both its journal and data file to be in a mmap’d
NVMM region. In this case, its performance is similar to
JOURNALED, with a performance overhead of 0.2% to 6%.
However, Mojim provides better reliability and availability
than the un-replicated MongoDB.
Macrobenchmark: YCSB [10] is a benchmark designed to
evaluate key-value store systems. YCSB includes six workloads that imitate web applications’ data access models. The
workloads contain a combination of read, update, scan, and
insert operations. Table 2 summarizes the number of these
operations in the YCSB workloads. Each workload performs
1000 operations on a database with 1000 1 KB records.

6.5 Recovery
Recovery performance is important because it directly affects availability and may impact reliability, since Mojim is
vulnerable to additional node failures during some recovery
scenarios. To test the robustness of the system, we stop a Mojim node at random and find that the rest of the system can
continue serving client requests correctly. We further measure the recovery time in the event of a node failure.
We use a typical recovery scenario to illustrate Mojim’s
recovery performance. When a mirror node fails with Msyncsec, the recovery process requires sending the remaining, un-replicated data to the backup node, flushing the CPU
caches on the primary node, and copying all the data areas
to the new mirror node. Mojim performs these operations in
parallel. We set SECONDARY TIER THRESH to 40 MB
and use three machines in our lab to perform the recovery
performance evaluation.
Mojim takes 450 µs to flush the 26 MB CPU caches on
the primary node. Before the primary node flushes all its
caches, if it also fails, there will be data loss. The window
of vulnerability also depends on how soon the failure can be
detected, thus in practice it will be longer than 450 µs [7]. It
takes 14 ms to send 40 MB of data to the backup node and
1.9 seconds to send a 5 GB data area to the new mirror node.
The whole recovery process completes in 1.9 seconds for a
5 GB NVMM. Even for a 1 TB NVMM, the recovery process will only take 6.5 minutes. Notice that the vulnerability
window depends on how fast primary node detects a failure
and flushes its caches, not on NVMM size.
For M-syncdisk, Mojim also needs to read the data file
from the disk to the NVMM before applications can access
the data. In this case, recovery takes 17 seconds for a 5 GB
data file, a much higher cost in availability than when we use
NVMM for the data area.

7. Related Work
This section places Mojim in context with other related
research projects and systems.
Non-Volatile Main Memory: Recent years have seen increased interest in NVMM. Researchers have focused on
NVMM-related problems, such as building NVMM file
systems [9, 12, 59], hybrid DRAM/NVMM memory systems [39], memory allocators [41], memory management
and paging mechanisms [3], and programming models [8,
58]. While previous research has focused on un-replicated
NVMM in a single machine, Mojim focuses on providing

reliability, high availability, and redundancy to NVMM in
data center environments.
Redundancy and Replication: To provide data reliability
and availability, many systems use data redundancy or replication [1, 5, 11, 15, 17, 18, 29, 46, 47, 51, 52, 56, 61]. Several previous systems adopt the architecture of one primary
and multiple backups [2, 15, 56]. These systems either use
a total ordering of node to serialize data replication [2, 56]
or broadcast the replicated data and have the primary wait
for all the backups [15] to guarantee strong consistency. Mojim uses a two-tier architecture containing one primary node,
one mirror node, and multiple backup nodes. Mojim’s replication between the primary node and mirror node and the
background replication to the backup nodes is more efficient
than replication among one primary and multiple backups.
Other architectures allow writes to all replicas (E-writeall)
[11, 29, 47, 55]. Systems that require strong consistency
among the replicas use Paxos-like protocols [4, 22, 31]. With
such architectures, at least two networking round trips are
needed to deliver strong consistency. Moreover, the round
trips are necessary at each write (memory store) rather than
for the less frequent sync points. In contrast, Mojim only
replicates data at sync points. Ensuring strong consistency
for the Mojim primary tier is also much simpler and has
much smaller performance cost. There are also systems that
implement weak consistency protocols for the E-writeall
architecture [11, 29, 47]. These systems require a reconciliation process for conflicts, which can increase performance
overhead [17]. Mojim does not involve any reconciliation
and supports strong consistency in its primary tier.
Mojim’s architecture is similar to the two-tier architecture proposed [17], which reduced the locking and reconciliation overhead in mobile, disconnected environments. However, we focus on data center environments where nodes are
mostly connected. Moreover, Mojim’s primary tier only uses
one primary and one mirror node for good performance.
To reduce system downtime, commercial storage systems
often maintain a pair of interconnected nodes (called highavailability pairs) [13, 19, 43, 57]. When one node fails, the
other member of the pair takes over its duties. Most of these
high-availability pair schemes rely on shared storage and do
not replicate storage data, whereas Mojim replicates data
in NVMM. Moreover, Mojim can also provide additional
redundancy with its secondary tier.
Finally, RAMCloud is a low-latency key-value store that
keeps all data in DRAM [44]. While Mojim and RAMCloud
both provide reliable memory-based storage systems, RAMCloud provides a key-value interface rather than a memorylike interface to applications. The key-value software layer
adds significant latency to accesses and obscures much of
the performance of the underlying memory. Mojim offers a
memory-based interface (i.e., applications access Mojim using memory load and store instructions). Based on the interface it supports and its performance targets, Mojim makes

design decisions differently from RAMCloud. Mojim replicates NVMM to NVMM at application sync points, while
RAMCloud replicates key-value contents on each put operation to slow storage devices. Mojim does not shard memory,
because sharding would result in portions of applications’
NVMM being on a remote node, vastly increasing latency.
As a result, Mojim uses fail-over to recover from failures instead of RAMCloud’s approach that relies on sharded data
storage to achieve fast recovery.

8. Conclusions
We have described Mojim, a system for providing reliable
and highly-available NVMM. Mojim uses a two-tier architecture and efficiently replicates data in NVMM. Our results
demonstrate that Mojim can provide replication with small
cost, in many cases even outperforming the un-replicated
system. In doing so, Mojim paves the way for deploying NVMM in data centers that wish to take advantage of
NVMM’s enhanced performance but require strong guarantees about data safety.
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